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Business Description
Georgia System Operations Corporation is a not-forprofit system operations company. Our Members are
38 of Georgia’s distribution electric membership corporations, Oglethorpe Power Corporation and Georgia
Transmission Corporation. GSOC is one of four companies — along with OPC, GTC and Smarr EMC — that
this group of EMCs, the distribution Members, formed to
provide and deliver wholesale electric services to them.
GSOC was formed in 1997 when OPC spun off its
transmission and system operations business units to
form GTC and GSOC, respectively, although GSOC, in
effect, has been managing system operations since 1990.
As the system operator, GSOC ensures reliable, safe,
independent system operations by controlling and monitoring electric generation, transmission and distribution
assets owned by OPC, GTC, Smarr EMC, the Members
and their power supply partners. GSOC complies
with all applicable North American Electric Reliability
Corporation and SERC Reliability Corporation operating
and reliability standards.

At GSOC, we:
• Enable our Members to participate in the energy market
in Georgia and the Southeast by providing a range of
operations services that allow our Members to transact,
optimize and account for their business in the wholesale
energy market.
• Coordinate and implement reliability requirements in
order to assure the operational stability and performance of GTC and OPC grid interconnected assets.
• Implement system operations activities, including
dispatch and monitor generation assets, purchase and
sales contracts, schedule and monitor individual hourly
transactions, capture the necessary data for billing and
ensure customer confidentiality by following strict standards of conduct.

• Prevent or mitigate system outages by monitoring the
substations from which our distribution Members serve
their loads, responding promptly and effectively to system anomalies, and proactively working to identify and
correct potential issues.
• Provide the support services of OPC, GTC and GSOC
by furnishing shared services functions that include
accounts payable, audit, board administration, communication, facility services, human resources, information
technology, payroll, records administration and training.
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Dear Members,

At Georgia System Operations Corporation, we strive every day
to make connections — across the system, within the Family
of Companies and among our Member Systems. Each of those
connections is key to our accomplishments every year as we
maintain a reliable, economical system.
Our system operations meet the Member-owners’ electricity demands from generation to
transmission to distribution. Through our partnership with OPC and GTC, we increasingly
handle more demand while decreasing the length of outages. Our system improvements —
such as the new energy management system that went live in 2012 and the myriad telecommunication projects currently upgrading how we communicate across the system — have
strengthened reliability.
And how are those connections paying off? One example is that last year’s System
Average Interruption Duration Index, or SAIDI, was lower than eight minutes for just the
second time in our history. In 1997, our first year as a stand-alone corporation, SAIDI was
nearly 21 minutes long. That’s a significant reduction in just 16 years — and I’m proud to say
that such a low index is due to the connection that’s working every day among our control
center operators, GTC and Georgia Power Company.
The Control Area Compact continues to prove beneficial to the Members as GSOC
continues to meet all the standards included in the Compact. It’s been a good contract
for the Member Systems, providing reliable and cost-effective operations since it
was first implemented in 2005. The Compact also connects our partnerships with
Georgia Power and Southern Company.

Gregory S. Ford
President & CEO
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We also work to make better connections with our
Members and their staffs. Last spring, the single sign-on
Member Portal went live, giving Members one location
for accessing the sites, applications and reports they need
from GSOC, GTC and OPC.
Compliance continues to play a significant role
in our core business. Last year, we updated our NERC
compliance program to conform to the NERC Reliability
Assurance Initiative, focusing on the internal compliance
controls we have in place. It involves analyzing our risk
and setting appropriate parameters to make sure we meet
the industry’s needs based on our specific risk profile.
This update connected many of our compliance activities
and put them in perspective.
Another of 2013’s accomplishments connects to
both compliance and system operations: our new System
Operators Training Facility. This facility, as the name
implies, is dedicated to our system operations staff. The
training delivered in this facility helps our operators
maintain their NERC certifications and enhance their
knowledge of operating the system.
Our connections with OPC and GTC extend beyond
our core business of supporting the Member Systems. Our

Shared Services Division is connected throughout OPC,
GTC and GSOC — collectively referred to as the Family
of Companies — handling most back-office operations for
the three companies and thus enabling them to focus on
their core businesses. Because the Shared Services function
is largely behind the scenes, the division’s accomplishments are not as visible as our core business’ highlights.
The group’s support of our three companies is essential,
however, as they offer our employees the service they need
to keep every connection, process and system running.
We at GSOC are also connected across our community. One of our most significant initiatives is our support
of the metropolitan Atlanta chapter of the American Red
Cross through our campus blood drives. The support of
our employees from GSOC, GTC, OPC and Georgia EMC
help keep the region’s blood supply readily available to area
hospitals. In 2013, our employees rolled up their sleeves
and donated so many times, the Family of Companies was
awarded the citywide Bloodhound Award. That’s an accomplishment each of us can be proud of.
There was one low point in 2013: GSOC Board member Mike McCoy, Member At-Large Director, SMG No. 1,
passed away suddenly on Aug. 15. Mr. McCoy joined our

Board in 2008. He served on the Washington EMC board
for 40 years, the last six years as its chairman. Mr. McCoy
will be missed at GSOC, across the Family of Companies
and throughout the Member Systems.
In September, the GSOC Board welcomed Mike
McDonald, who was appointed as Member At-Large
Director to replace Mr. McCoy. Mr. McDonald is secretarytreasurer of the Washington EMC board of directors and
is a member of the Georgia EMC board.
Our connections will continue to help us best serve
our Members as we continue to work collaboratively with
them, OPC and GTC, and the electric utility industry across
Georgia. We’re making and strengthening those connections
every day to ensure reliable, economical operations.

Gregory S. Ford
President & CEO

GSOC employees are
featured throughout this
year’s annual report,
explaining in their own
words how they made
the connections for our
projects and initiatives
in 2013, and how they
supported the corporation,
the Family of Companies
and the Member Systems.
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At GSOC, our core business is overseeing the system
operations that connect generation and transmission so
the Members can distribute energy to their consumers. But
our connections extend beyond that mandate, as evident
through our 2013 accomplishments.

Telecom: Connecting
Communications
The joint GSOC/GTC project to convert the frame relay
communications network to a multi-protocol label
switching, or MPLS, network continued on pace throughout
2013. Vendors are phasing out frame relay, necessitating
the replacement of the telecommunications system we
installed in 2002.
MPLS is a communications technology for speeding
up network traffic flow and making it easier to manage.
MPLS involves applying a label to each packet that enters
the network. The label is used to simplify and accelerate
routing and provide separation of different users’ data
in the network. It should be noted, though, that MPLS is
something of a misnomer for the new network, as it’s just
only one of several technologies used.
The communications network is used at approximately
900 locations — substations, EMCs’ headquarters, generation plants, the Family of Companies campus and other
facilities across the state — to connect to GSOC’s primary
and backup control centers. It’s a significant undertaking, as
the implementation team must go to every site to remove
the old system and install the new one.
The project team made significant progress throughout 2013, including completing contracts with the primary
service providers: Georgia Public Web (or GPW) for
approximately 450 sites; Windstream for approximately
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200 sites; and AT&T for 100 sites. The remaining sites are
provided through the use of GTC- and EMC-owned fiber
optic telecommunication facilities.
The field work went well, with sites transitioning to the
new network by summer. By the end of July, 11 substations
were communicating via the new network, using Memberowned fiber as well as Windstream and GPW circuits.
Making connections via these three different technologies
provides an excellent basis for replicating those types of
connections statewide. By the end of the year, we had
completed the transition of 156 sites to the new network.
Additionally, 424 cable and fiber pulls were completed
within substations, 108 cabinets were installed and 130 panels
were assembled.
As part of this project, GSOC created a Member
System Fiber Agreement and submitted it to several of
our Member Systems for their review. The agreement
covers the provision of telecommunications links by
Members to GSOC. Those Members providing substation
communications will receive credits on their GSOC bills.
Security, reliability and maintenance requirements are
specified in this agreement, which covers both dark fiber
and active network connections. The idea is to make sure
that everyone is on the same page as to how the operations
and maintenance relationship will work at the starting
point and to make sure we can resolve any problems
quickly when an issue occurs.

Several issues arose from the fact that our primary
network services provider, GPW, uses underlying AT&T
facilities to provide connections to our substations.
GPW does not own cable to our substations; instead, it
leases those facilities from AT&T and creates a network
based on the leased cable and its own statewide network
of fiber and electronics. To resolve one issue that developed, GSOC and GTC put in place an agreement with
GPW where we will obtain a fiber communications route
extending from Newnan to Bainbridge, in exchange for
project cost increases. This fiber communication route
will be of significant value to the Family of Companies.

“Our telecommunication
projects have many moving
components. They haven’t
been without challenges,
but our connection with
the GTC half of our team
has helped keep these
projects moving in the right
direction. This has truly
been a collaborative effort
between GSOC and GTC. “
Keith Porterfield
Vice President,
Telecommunications

Project Challenges

The MPLS project encountered some challenges in 2013,
but we were able to handle them, thanks to the wellstructured contracts with service providers and a talented
team of professionals that GSOC and GTC put in place.

Financials
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The Fiber Ring

A significant component of the MPLS telecommunications
project is the carrier interconnection fiber ring, which provides a direct connection from the Primary Control Center
to the telecom carriers. GTC purchased an Indefeasible
Right to Use (similar to a very long-term lease) for the fiber
infrastructure that comprises the first phase of the ring. The
contracts were put in place at the end of 2012 for this ring,
and initial construction was completed in 2013. The first
phase of this ring is currently in service and supports traffic
to all of our MPLS sites.
Even while the first phase of the ring was being constructed, planning began for the extension of the ring to
include our Backup Control Center. The extension of this
ring will:
• Improve the reliability of communications between
the Backup Control Center and the Primary Control
Center, and between the Backup Control Center and
the substations.
• Provide GSOC greater control over communications
between the Backup Control Center and the Primary
Control Center.
• Expand the communication capacity between the
Backup Control Center and the Primary Control Center.
• Stabilize the cost of those connections.
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• Enable GSOC to grow its communications capacity to
meet future needs.
• Provide direct communication to the substations near
the extension route.
Jackson EMC agreed to construct the fiber optic lines
required to implement this extension and, upon completion
of construction, will sell the fiber optic lines to GSOC.
A Fiber Network

In a related but separate initiative, GSOC and GTC are
working to create a fiber-based network that connects the
Members for telecommunication purposes. This project is
scheduled for completion in 2016; however, the deployment
of the actual network will continue well beyond that point.
The fiber network will connect to Member-installed
fiber, allowing Members to connect to GSOC’s headquarters.
It also will allow for continued growth in bandwidth across
the state.
Why the need for this fiber network? It will further
improve capacity, reliability and security of our telecommunications system beyond what we are achieving with the
MPLS project. In addition, it will support EMC operations,
particularly SCADA and AMI. The fiber network will also
provide more physical and economical control of future
telecommunications needs and resources.

Financials

The fiber network will promote economic development
in Members’ territories, particularly in the areas of education, business development, and public safety and health.
Because of the economics of fiber cables and the capacity
needed for internal applications, there will frequently be
additional fiber that Members can make available to other
parties to defray the cost of the installation and encourage
economic development in their service territories.
Going forward, GSOC and GTC will work together
to leverage new projects and potential capacity swaps to
extend the network at low incremental costs. We’ll continue
coordinating with the Members on fiber installation and
utilization, and we’ll incrementally develop resources and
infrastructure to support the initiative.
Security and Network Operations Center

Just as the Energy Control Center and System Control
Center support the operations of OPC’s generation and
GTC’s transmission facilities, the new Security and
Network Operations Center was constructed in 2013 to
support our connections across our telecommunications
universe. It went into service last summer.
The need for the SNOC became obvious as operations
and maintenance of the expanding and evolving telecommunications network, along with increasing internal and
Member System requirements, grew to require resources to
support around-the-clock operations.
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As with the other two control centers, the SNOC is a
24/7 operation, monitoring the MPLS network and the fiber
ring, among other communication networks. Operators
monitor the networks to ensure they are running smoothly
and jump in when needed. Security officers also monitor
the campus cameras, particularly those areas designated as
Critical Infrastructure Protection, or CIP, sites.
Construction of the SNOC was relatively simple, with
Facility Services reconfiguring office space into the center,
under the guidance of Telecommunications personnel.

The Member Connection
GSOC supports the Member Systems in a variety of ways to
help streamline how they receive information, to support
them when there are questions of service, and, of course, in
monitoring and maintaining system operations.
Member Portal: Single Sign-on

Technology and the Internet have made our workday easier
in many ways. But there’s a minor issue that can slow it
down: maintaining all those user names and passwords.
In 2013, GSOC completed a project — the single sign-on
Member Portal — to streamline Members’ login information to a single user name and password for many of the
Family of Companies sites and applications they access.
The Member Portal is a one-stop site where an EMC’s
staff can log in — with that one user name and password —
to access many of the applications and websites maintained
for the Members by GSOC, GTC, OPC and Georgia EMC.
The Member Portal brought under one umbrella the major
sites and applications used by the EMCs, including the
GSOC Data Portal (or GDP), Georgia EMC Associations,
MemberNet and TIGER Lite. The team also created the FOC
Glossary to help users better understand commonly used
terms and acronyms.
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Toward the end of the year, GSOC’s team introduced GDP
On Demand, which allows Members to subscribe to the GSOC
Data Portal-based reports they use regularly. Once subscribed,
reports are delivered automatically via email, and Members
don’t have to log in every day to retrieve this information.
The System

2013 was an unusual year weather-wise for Georgia and
much of the Southeast. After a few broiling days in June,
the remainder of the summer was cool due to heavy rains
throughout much of July and August — about 15 inches
above average rainfall. Instead of setting record-high
temperatures, Georgia instead had record-low temperatures
in mid-August, ranging from the high 60s to the low 70s.
The energy we served, therefore, was lower in 2013
than in 2012. The 2013 summer season ended with energy
sales 2 percent behind 2012 actuals, but more than 9 percent
behind 2013 budgeted. The year-to-date peak load was
7,966 MWh, which comes in only slightly higher than the
next lowest peak of

“Before we went live with
the single sign-on Member
Portal, our users had to
maintain several user
names and passwords.
Now our Members have
just one user name and
password to connect
to Family of Companies
sites and applications that
support them.”
Sandra Commissiong
Energy Contracts
Administrator, Contracts &
Business Analysis

Financials

7,864 MWh, set in 2004. As a result, load management was
called upon just once, and only captured two of the top five
hours for transmission purposes.
The good news is that the year’s SAIDI was lower than
eight minutes for just the second time in our history, at
7.98 minutes. GSOC and GTC continue making connections
to reduce SAIDI — from 20.88 minutes in 1997 to last
year’s 7.98 minutes.
At GSOC, we also support our Members by helping to
resolve issues and answer questions that they may have on
a variety of topics. In 2013, we were contacted by a Member
who had a question related to its SEPA bill. In response,
Energy Accounting & Settlements, with support from OPC
and SEPA, performed detailed data analysis and research
into SEPA’s billing process. The result of this effort was not
only a resolution of the specific concern, but also realization of future cost savings to a group of Members once an
optional aspect of the contract with SEPA was explored.

“The success of our diligence
and cooperation in working
closely with Georgia Power
and GTC can be seen in the
reduced SAIDI, which is a
third of its 1997 duration.”
John Quartermaine
System Operator I,
Transmission Operations
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Below left: This chart illustrates how the system load
has grown during the past 72 months. Each data point
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24 months. The system load included 39 EMCs through
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Connecting for Compliance
There were no scheduled audits in 2013, but GSOC had to
self-certify compliance with the applicable standards.
GSOC worked toward changing our NERC compliance
program to conform to the NERC Reliability Assurance
Initiative. At the center of this new NERC program is to
have entities such as GSOC focus on identifying and developing internal controls for existing compliance processes,
with emphasis on showing continuous monitoring to
assure that we’re complying with the standards’ requirements
and that appropriate evidence is captured to demonstrate
that compliance. In 2013, we developed our first controls
program, covering those processes that present a significant
risk to the reliability of the Bulk Electric System. A continued expansion and development of this program continues
in 2014.
Our Compliance staff worked with SERC to finalize
our CIP mitigation plans from the 2011 audit and closed
the book on that audit.
In 2014, we are scheduled for a BES audit in June and a
CIP audit in October. GSOC employees began the necessary
work to prepare for those audits in the last quarter of 2013.
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In support of OPC’s Sarbanes-Oxley compliance effort,
Shared Services IT and Accounts Payable & Payroll again had
zero deficiencies in the 2013 SOX audits. The two departments
have 19 consecutive quarters with no deficiencies.
System Operators Training Facility

To help our system operators connect with NERC requirements, GSOC opened the System Operators Training
Facility in early 2013. GSOC has long had a training
program for our system operators, but classes were held in
whichever campus conference rooms were available. After
the Transmission Control Center was updated in 2012,
System Operations established a dedicated training center.
The room is set up with the same computer equipment
used in the control centers, allowing the operators to use
the actual applications while in class.
The System Operator Training Facility is already
proving successful: In 2013, GSOC delivered 1,903 hours of
NERC continuing education hours through 28 classes to
37 NERC-certified System Operations employees. By the
end of the year, we had 21 System Operations personnel renew
their NERC certification, including 16 system operators.

Financials

“The compliance arena
is evolving, and we’re
evolving with it. This
training facility is just one
aspect of that evolution,
as we continue to deliver
the training that keeps
our system operators
competent in their job
functions.”
Brian Haggard
Training Supervisor,
Operations Engineering
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Making the Family of Companies Connection
GSOC makes connections across the Tucker campus and our
statewide system by supporting the Family of Companies
on initiatives that affect OPC, GTC and GSOC. Our Shared
Services Division connects the three companies’ employees
to their benefits and training opportunities, handles accounts
payable and payroll, and supports the Family of Companies
on numerous activities, such as safety programs and campus
facility services.
A Bank Transition

One significant 2013 initiative connecting GSOC, GTC and
OPC was the project to transition all of the primary banking
functions to JPMorgan Chase Bank, which was selected
following a request for proposals to several banking institutions early in the year. JPMorgan Chase met all the criteria
requested in the RFP, offering a superior treasury product,
lower fees and the expectation of improved customer service.
As part of the bank transition project, numerous areas
had to be addressed, including payroll ACH payments, A/P
ACH and check payments, wire templates and payments,
vendor accounts and cash codes, positive pay file transmission, bank reconciliation automation and other programs.
In addition, timely and thorough communication to the
Members was necessary to ensure that monthly interaction
with them continued to go smoothly.
In connection with this project, Accounts Payable &
Payroll updated more than 20 processes and 5,000 vendor
records for OPC, GTC and GSOC. Shared Services IT also
played a critical role, updating numerous programs to
reflect the change to JPMorgan Chase and working closely
with all involved departments.

The transition was completed on Oct. 1, and all payroll,
accounts payable and other financial transactions have
gone smoothly.
Network Security and Support

Network security is, understandably, a high priority across
the Family of Companies. For the 10th consecutive year,
Shared Services IT earned the Cybertrust Certified Seal,
based on our infrastructure and best practices — a significant milestone.
Also in support of OPC, Shared Services IT conducted
a study — the Engineering Document Management and
Control Implementation Project — to determine technology
for managing and controlling engineering documents at
OPC’s generating plants. This project resulted in introducing the Vault Program at the Sewell Creek Energy Facility
to standardize document storage, reducing exposure to
business continuity risks and any safety hazards that could
result from using outdated documents. All OPC plants will
be converted in 2014.
Similarly, 50 GTC users were converted to the Vault
Program in early 2013, using it to replace an outdated drawing
management product. It should result in both improved
efficiency and productivity.

GSOC continues our migration to SharePoint, converting
two intranet sites to the new platform. The Shared Services
IT team is now supporting OPC and GTC in converting their
intranet sites. The move to SharePoint has been beneficial
to the Member Systems as well, as it’s the platform on which
Georgia EMC’s association sites are built.

“It takes more than simply going to a new
bank and asking to open a new account.
We followed a detailed, methodical process,
updating numerous internal programs and
processes to ensure every banking transaction would not be adversely affected.
Working closely among the three Treasury
departments and with IT and Accounts
Payable & Payroll, we successfully completed
this transition as scheduled.”

		Jeff Hays

Manager, Treasury, Finance & Tax

“Collaboration is a critical ingredient
for success in every project we do,
including the bank transition.“
Jan Ashmore
Manager, Accounts Payable & Payroll
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Making Connections Across the Community
GSOC is an active member of the Family of Companies and
in support of our Member Systems, but we’re also active in
our community.
Our most significant community effort last year resulted
in winning the citywide Bloodhound Award for the highest
percentage of employees giving blood during the 2012–13
donation year. Family of Companies employees donated
nearly 400 units during the year. With the Bloodhound Award,
the Atlanta chapter of the American Red Cross recognizes the
metropolitan Atlanta corporation and LifeBoard member with
the highest percentage of participation in its sponsored blood
drives. The Family of Companies had a 64 percent participation rate, exceeding our goal by 15 units. We last earned the
Bloodhound Award in back-to-back wins in 2004 and 2005.
GSOC employees joined those from OPC, GTC and
Georgia EMC in several community efforts, including the
Hunger Walk and the Kaiser Permanente Run/Walk. There
were 15 projects sponsored or supported by our PowerAid
program, which connects interested employees with volunteer opportunities. In addition, many of our employees rolled
up their sleeves one October Saturday and joined the Hands
On Atlanta/Rivers Alive cleanup event at Johns’ Homestead
Park, just a few miles from the Tucker campus.

Left to right: Demetrice Clayton, Senior Executive
Staff Assistant to the President & CEO; Sonya Britt,
Senior Accounts Payable Specialist, Accounts Payable
& Payroll; and Joseph Edwards, Senior Art Director,
Communication & Training

“The Bloodhound Award recognizes
our most important element: our
employees. Some of our donors
roll up their sleeves at every drive,
while others come occasionally.
Every unit counts, and so every
donation made is critical to the
blood supply in the Atlanta area.”
Greg Ford
President & CEO
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GSOC’s Member Systems
Member Systems

Member System
1. Altamaha EMC
2. Amicalola EMC
3. Canoochee EMC
4. Carroll EMC
5. Central Georgia EMC
6. Coastal EMC
		
d/b/a Coastal Electric Cooperative
7. Cobb EMC
8. Colquitt EMC
9. Coweta-Fayette EMC
10. Diverse Power
11. Excelsior EMC
12. Flint EMC
		
d/b/a Flint Energies
13. Grady EMC
14. GreyStone Power
15. Habersham EMC
16. Hart EMC
17. Irwin EMC
18. Jackson EMC
19. Jefferson Energy Cooperative
20. Little Ocmulgee EMC
21. Middle Georgia EMC
22. Mitchell EMC
23. Ocmulgee EMC
24. Oconee EMC
25. Okefenoke REMC
26. Planters EMC
27. Rayle EMC
28. Satilla REMC
29. Sawnee EMC
30. Slash Pine EMC
31. Snapping Shoals EMC
32. Southern Rivers Energy
33. Sumter EMC
34. Three Notch EMC
35. Tri-County EMC
36. Upson EMC
37. Walton EMC
38. Washington EMC
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21. Middle Georgia EMC
22. Mitchell EMC
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Member
Representative

Member System
Manager

Robert E. Youmans
John H. Bennett Jr.
Lavanda Lynn
Alvin W. Ginn
D.A. Robinson III
Stephen Mullice

Romanous Dotson
Charles L. Gibson
Douglas F. James
Ernest A. Jakins III
George L. Weaver
F. Whit Hollowell

David Tennant
W.T. Nelson
Bobby R. Griner
Danny Nichols
Mildred A. Winkles
Anthony H. Sinclair
Harrell L. Landreth
Wayne Livingston
Vacant
Gary Drake
David H. Cleveland
Robert F. Ray Jr.
		
H. Lamar Carlton
Thomas A. Rosser Jr.
John A. Walton
Gary A. Miller
Dan Thurmond
Todd Pealock
Guerry Hall
Jeffrey W. Murphy
Ed Moore
Randy Crenshaw
Bill Carpenter
Randall Pugh
Joe Shurley
Chris Dillard
Jim Knight
Lewis Sheffield
Ronnie Fleeman
Randy Crenshaw
W. Lucius Adkins Jr.
Tony F. Tucker
Barry H. Martin
W.H. Peacock
Charles B. Grace
Marty Smith
Jimmy Woodard
John Middleton
Horace H. Weathersby III
Edward M. Brinson Jr.
J.M. Sherrer
Tony Griffin
Robert L. Lewis Jr.
Romeo A. Reyes
Rodney H. Reese
Michael A. Goodroe
Lowell Herring
J. Timothy Register
Gene Morris
Brad Thomas
A. Harvey Lemmon
Michael J. McMillian
Bob Jernigan
J. Ted McMillan
Steve Holt
Carlton O. Thomas
Thomas Noles
C. Hill Bentley
Raphael A. Brumbeloe
Neal Trice
Warren Few
D. Ronnie Lee
Mike McDonald
Wendy H. Sellers		
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In Memoriam
Mike McCoy, Member
At-Large Director, SMG
No. 1, for the GSOC
Board of Directors,
passed away last August.
Elected to our Board in
2008, Mr. McCoy served on the Compensation
Committee throughout his tenure. He also served
as OPC/GTC/GSOC Member Representative for
more than six years, beginning in 2006.
Mr. McCoy served on the Washington EMC
board for 40 years. He served as secretary-treasurer
from 1996 until 2007, when he was elected chairman
of the board. He served in this role until his passing.
A member of the Washington County Chamber
of Commerce, Mr. McCoy was a co-owner of
Trucktech LLC, Diversified Transportation
Services and McKessma Farms.

The GSOC Board of Directors (first row, from left) Hugh Rucker, Chairman; Neal Shepard, Vice Chairman; Randall
Pugh, Secretary-Treasurer; Randy Crenshaw; James Goodrich; (second row) Simmie King; Wayne Livingston; George
Loehr; Royce Lyles; Mike McDonald; (third row) Ted McMillan; Anthony Norton; Harry Park; Julian Rigby; Neal Trice

Officers
The GSOC Officers (from left) Clay Smith, Executive
Vice President & Chief Legal & Compliance Officer;
Raleigh Nobles, Senior Vice President, System Operations;
John Sweeney, Senior Vice President, Data Systems,
Settlements & Finance; Tina James, Vice President, Shared
Services Administration; Gary Williamson, Vice President
& Chief Information Officer
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